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Nadura® 
NB 400
| Wear class 23 | 34

| All-round V-bevel

|  Comprehensive protection against humidity:  

AquaSafe system

| Nadura surface

| Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty* 

Lifetime in living areas, 

10 years in commercial areas

| Thickness: approx. 10.5 mm

| Effective measurement: 853 × 395 mm
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* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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NADURA | NB 400 | SLATE ANTHRACITE 6332 | IMITATION

Nadura®

As hard as a rock. 
As warm as wood.

Modern tiles? Or a cosy wooden fl oor? We say: both! 
The innovative Nadura fl oor makes this possible. Warm 
underfoot and natural like wood, robust and unbreakable 
like tiles – these properties are perfectly combined in 
Nadura fl ooring. 

The main component of Nadura is the innovative 
“wood powder” – a mixture of fi ne wood fi bres and 
mineral components that is compressed using pressure 
and high temperatures. Resulting in the Nadura surface –
that is in fact both: as hard as a rock and as warm as wood! 
and it looks fantastic. Trendy imitation stone and metal 
in maxi tile format accentuates your modern decor.
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A
class of
its own!

As with every MEISTER product, an innovative spirit 
and a sharp eye for craftsmanship go hand-in-hand 
with Nadura. That’s how we create products whose 
quality and design leave nothing to be desired.

    The high share of mineral substances gives the fl oor 
the toughness of a stone or ceramic tile.

   Whereas ceramic tiles split or crack when subject to 
impact, with Nadura only small dents or scratches 
result that can partly be repaired.

Extremely durable

Nadura Standard ceramic and 
fi ne stoneware tiles
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Pleasantly warm to the foot
    Due to the high share of wood fi bres, body heat is drawn away slower 

than with ceramic or fi ne stoneware fl oors.

     Due to the share of mineral substances, Nadura fl oors are just as 
tough as stone or ceramic tiles.

Easy to clean
     Red wine, oils and other liquids can permanently discolour the 

necessary cement joints between stone and ceramic tiles. 
They can be removed without a trace from the Nadura joints.

    Wet, coarse dirt can even be removed from the deeper surface 
structures as Nadura is extremely scrub and abrasion resistant.

A perfect look
    The embossed surface structures make 

Nadura fl oors look very realistic. 

     Nadura is a natural product, each plank is a one-off.

The innovative technology allows for multiple colours in different effects 
and intensities, just like  ceramic or fi ne stoneware fl oors.

Anti-slip
The innovative surface combined with the embossed structure makes 
Nadura fl oors very anti-slip (category R9 | R10). 

Suitable for commercial use
    Wear class 23 | 34

    Anti-slip class R9 | R10

    Hardly fl ammable (Bfl -s1) 
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The unique properties of Nadura fl oors are achieved by 
three layers bonded tightly together using pressure and 
heat. The core layer connects to the surface made from 
an extremely tough mix of wood and minerals. A special 
AquaSafe board made from special wood materials is 
used for the fl oors. Nadura backing stabilises the 
construction. Nadura fl ooring is also suitable for laying 
on subfl oors with controlled hot water underfl oor heating.

Nadura®

Product structure
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Nadura® surface

Special AquaSafe board

Nadura® backing
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NADURA | NB 400 | LIGHT GREY SANDSTONE 6313 | IMITATION
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Flooring with 
unique character

Nadura makes the difference: a fl oor that is similar to ceramic
and fi ne stoneware in hardness but is fi tted with the warm 
to the foot feel-good factor of wood. This innovative 
material allows for a whole range of surface  versions that 
replicate elegant slate and sandstone or modern concrete 
structures. Open up your rooms to a new dimension of 
design!
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A wooden floor for the kitchen? A stone floor in the bedroom? We recommend: 
durable and warm to the foot Nadura floors for both rooms! As Nadura plays to 
its individual strengths in any environment: just as tough as tiles and yet just as 
cosy as a wooden floor. Children‘s rooms, living rooms, guest rooms, hallways 
and studies all benefit from this.

NADURA | NB 400 | VOLCANO METALLIC 6485 | DECOR
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NADURA | NB 400 | CREAM GREY RUSTIC 6480 | DECOR

Nadura stays neat and clean after heavy wear. Even 
wet clay or coarse dirt is no problem for this flooring; 
dirt is easy to remove from the deeper surface 
structures, because Nadura is extremely scrub and 
abrasion resistant. In that sense, Nadura is also the 
perfect flooring for hallways.

Considerably different. 

Considerably  
better. 
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NADURA | NB 400 | WARM GREY STRUCTURAL CONCRETE 6314 | IMITATION

The look also pays off in business. Besides the surface structure, 
the colour of the floor in particular influences the room‘s look. 
From light concrete look to dark slate, there is a selection of 
attractive colour varieties with Nadura. They all have one thing in 
common: With a wear class of 34, they are all very forgiving, even 
when subjected to heavy traffic or stress.

High-traffic areas?   

No problem!
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It can happen very quickly, especially in the kitchen: a pot falls or a glass tips 
over. What leaves behind permanent traces on other floors is not even worth 
mentioning with Nadura flooring: just clean it up and it’s all forgotten. What 
remains are the wonderful memories of culinary experimentation, holiday 
baking, and celebrations with family.

The recipe for

permanent 
pleasure
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NADURA | NB 400 | SLATE GREY 6333 | IMITATION
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NADURA® | NB 400

Nadura®

Decors
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Nadura® | NB 400

Light sandstone 6323 | Imitation Light grey sandstone 6313 | Imitation

Light grey metallic 6486 | Decor Stone grey rustic 6481 | Decor

Slate grey 6333 | Imitation Cream grey rustic 6480 | Decor
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Nadura® | NB 400

Grey metallic 6484 | Decor

Sliver-grey sandstone 6324 | Imitation

Arctic grey slate 6478 | Imitation Beige-grey sandstone 6302 | Imitation

Rust metallic 6483 | Decor Titanium grey rustic 6479 | Decor

Concrete grey hickory 6223 | Imitation

Warm grey structural concrete 6314  | Imitation
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Nadura® 
NB 400
| Wear class 23 | 34

| All-round V-bevel

|  Comprehensive protection against 

humidity:  AquaSafe system

| Nadura® surface

| Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty* 

Lifetime in living areas, 

10 years in commercial areas

| Thickness: approx. 10.5 mm

| Effective measurement: 853 × 395 mm

Further information on the decors can be found on www.meister.com.

Anthracite metallic 6482 | Decor

Nadura® | NB 400

Volcano metallic 6485 | Decor Sienna grey 6305 | Imitation

Slate anthracite 6332 | Imitation

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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NADURA | NB 400 | LIGHT GREY SANDSTONE 6313 | IMITATION
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Accessories

With MEISTER you are sure that everything goes together! 
Underlay materials, skirting boards, profi les and ends – you 
get everything from one source, making your fl ooring into a 
long-lasting integrated furnishing solution that suits you perfectly.
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Open to all styles –  
white skirting  
boards.

What does white have that other colours don‘t have? 
Openness that adapts to any style and the ability to 
effortlessly complement all other colours. That is why 
our skirting boards with white decorative film enrich 
any living style and can be superbly combined with 
all floors. The large selection of different profile shapes 
enables you to also create classical and modern  
touches totally to your taste.

SKIRTING BOARD 19 PK PROFILE | PLAIN WHITE GLOSS 324 (DECORATIVE FILM)

SKIRTING BOARD 8 PK PROFILE | PLAIN WHITE GLOSS 324 (DECORATIVE FILM)
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Colourful and  
full of character –  
skirting boards you  
can paint yourself.

A harmonious look –  
with floor-matched  
skirting boards.

In the colour of your wall? To match your furniture? Or 
completely different? It’s up to you: design your skirting 
boards totally according to your own ideas! Covered in a 
film that can be painted, these mouldings are prepared 
perfectly for you to realise your personal ideas. Let your 
creativity run wild!

You quite rightly would like pure harmony within 
your own four walls, and that’s from the ground up. 
You can achieve this effortlessly with skirting boards 
coordinated to the colour or decor of your floor. The 
balanced interplay between the floor and moulding 
is rounded off by the impressively consistent decor 
from moulding to moulding. This is how good perfect 
harmony looks.

SKIRTING BOARD 8 PK PROFILE | WHITE PAINTABLE 2222 (INDIVIDUAL COLOUR)

SKIRTING BOARD 8 PK PROFILE | SLATE ANTHRACITE 6332 | IMITATION
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To ensure that even difficult corners and edges fit  
perfectly, MEISTER offers internal corners, external 
corners, end caps and connection pieces to match 
many mouldings. You can find the whole range at 
www.meister.com. Here, you will also find an over-
view of the different profiles available for aligning 
adjacent floor coverings or French windows, suitable 
radiator rosettes, door stoppers and our recommended 
cleaning and protective care agents.  

‘How to’:  Moulding accessories

Beautifully versatile: 
Skirting profiles at a glance

28

Skirting board 

5 PK profile

Skirting board 

10 PK profile

Skirting board  

15 MK profile

Skirting board 

6 profile

Skirting board 

11 PK profile

Skirting board 

16 MK profile

Skirting board  

1 MK profile

Quarter round  

7 profile

Skirting board  

12 PK profile

Skirting board 

17 profile

Skirting board  

2 PK profile

Skirting board 

8 PK profile

Skirting board  

13 PK profile

Skirting board 

18 PK profile

Skirting board 

3 PK profile

Skirting board 

9 PK profile

Skirting board  

14 MK profile

Skirting board 

19 PK profile

Skirting board 

20 PK profile

Skirting board 

20 PK Aqua profile
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NADURA | NB 400 | SLIVER-GREY SANDSTONE 6324 | IMITATION
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Sub-flooring | Underlay Silence 25 DB Silence 20 Silence 15 DB Twin Control Foam film PE film

Wooden floorboards – P – – P –

Composite wood boards, oriented 
strand boards, drywall – P – – P –

Mineral subfloors  
(e.g. cement screed, anhydrite screed) P P

with PE film P P P
with PE film P

Mastic asphalt screed – P – – P –

Existing flooring  
(e.g. ceramic tile, natural stone, 
polymer)

P P
with PE film P P P

with PE film P

The complete system counts: 
Underlay for 
high-quality flooring

Without good underlay, it’s not a good 
floor. The underlay material has a signi-
ficant influence on the durability of the 
flooring and is an important component of 
how the entire system functions as far as 
day-to-day wear is concerned. Premium-
quality flooring may suffer damage when 
laid on poor-quality underlay. High-quality 
underlay, on the other hand, ensures 
that your flooring will bring you lasting 
enjoyment; it prevents damage to the click 
connections through optimum pressure 
stability, for example, whereas excessively 
soft underlay can have a significantly 
negative effect on fold-down connections. 
When choosing an underlay material, 
both the sub-flooring and the flooring to 

be installed are important. Whether your 
sub-flooring is concrete, wooden floor-
boards, drywall or existing flooring such 
as tiles or stone:  
With a comprehensive underlay range, 
MEISTER ensures that every MEISTER floor 
can be laid on your sub-flooring.
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MEISTER
underlay materials:  

Thanks to the special PUR mineral blend, 
MEISTER-Silence 25 DB, MEISTER-Silence 
20 and MEISTER-Silence 15 DB are the per-
fect insulating underlay for effective sound 
absorption in the room and reduction of 
footfall transmitted to the rooms below. 
The high self-weight of the products also 
further improves their sound-absorbing 
properties. In the case of Silence 25 DB and 
15 DB the vapour barrier is already integrated, 
eliminating the need to lay an additional 
PE film. This is also true for MEISTER Twin 
Control. The insulating underlay made from 
closed-cell, moisture-resistant, perma-
nently elastic extruded polyurethane foam 
also features a practical, integrated self-
adhesive strip along its length. With a roll 
length of 25 m, it is fast and easy to lay and 
additionally offers excellent footfall noise 
reduction. MEISTER foam film is an insu-
lating underlay with a higher density than 
many other commercially available foam 
films; in combination with MEISTER PE-film, 
it provides optimum moisture protection. 

All MEISTER underlay materials can be  
installed on underfloor heating. They  
comply with the technical bulletin provided 
by the European Producers of Laminate 
Flooring (EPLF) based on CEN/TS 16354. 
The Silence products also meet the  
requirements of the technical bulletin 
issued by the Multilayer Modular Flooring 
Association (MMFA): ‘Underlay Materials 
under Multilayer Modular Floor Coverings 
(MMF) – Test Standards and Performance 
Indicators’ for Class 1 (with HDF core).

1. MEISTER Silence 25 DB with integrated vapour barrier | 3 mm

2. MEISTER-Silence 20 | 2.5 mm 

3. MEISTER Silence 15 DB with integrated vapour barrier | 2 mm

4.  MEISTER Twin Control with integrated vapour barrier  

and adhesive strips | 2 mm

5. MEISTER foam film | 2 mm
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We have been passionate about creating innovative products, practical system solutions 

and attractive designs for more than three generations: 80 years. We are constantly developing 

ourselves, our company and our range. As we know: you expect the best all the time. 

And that’s what we want to give you.

MEISTER is committed to its location.

We think internationally but remain a German company – over 650 employees

guarantee »Made in Germany« premium quality day in day out.

MEISTER is a leading innovator.

Intelligent ideas make us the driving force behind the industry – over 200 patents 

and utility models are impressive evidence of this.

 MEISTER takes responsibility for the environment.

We act sustainably in all areas – careful product selection protects 

resources and the climate.

MEISTER stands by specialist retail.

We focus on reliable partnerships with specialist trade and specialist craftsmanship – 

our »100% PRO Producer/Dealer/Craftsmen« network guarantees fi rst-class products, 

professional advice and expert assembly.

Every day
a masterpiece.

GB


